
Catherine Llanos is the Director of Events at Añejo and is in charge of growing corporate sales. Llanos 
utilizes Kapow to bridge the gap between Añejo and corporate bookers who otherwise wouldn’t find Añejo.
“Something we have been trying to figure out is where do corporate event planners go to find venues. What do 
they search for? What is their approach? So, that is something logistically we’ve been trying to figure out and 
that Kapow has helped with,” says Llanos.

As a result of strategically curated listings and account management, Añejo is a top-selling Kapow supplier. 
“When I came on board and we progressed, I met with my Market Manager and she is great. She helped me put 
together packages and brought a lot of knowledge to the table to create experiences that are really attractive to 
people and that were unique,” says Llanos. 

With the help of Kapow, Añejo is able to market events that match the needs of their target audience. 
Adds Llanos, “We definitely saw an increase in the kind of events that we did. Like our tequila-tasting and 
margarita-making classes. So, when we were able to make them attractive we immediately saw an increase in 
our events.”

Despite additional marketing efforts, Añejo finds the most corporate success through the Kapow platform.
“Even though we try to market ourselves otherwise to the corporate world, most of the tastings and special 
events that we do come from Kapow,” says Llanos.

In addition to increasing corporate events, Llanos gains valuable time back in her day through streamlined 
execution. 
“There is very little that we have to do on our end once the event is booked, besides execute it,” says Llanos. 
“Everything is pre-set and any information we need to know for the event is set ahead of time. So, in that sense, 
everything is so easy and seamless”

And to top it off, Kapow’s centralized support team ensures fast communication and resolution. 
“You [Kapow] have an amazing team. Communication is by far the best and biggest thing.”
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Challenge 
Getting Añejo’s unique activities and tastings in front of corporate event planners. 

About Añejo
Añejo is an upscale eatery in New York City featuring an inventive cocktail menu, rare 
agave spirits and authentic Mexican plates.

Kapow connects your brand with nationwide corporate event demand through technology, 
marketing expertise and relationship management. 
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